Psychological Counselling Centre for International Students
Psychological Counselling Centre offers high quality services for international students to help them getting through the challenges that may occur during a stay in a foreign enviroment.

The all necessary information is available here.

Office for Students with Special Needs
The Office for Students with Special Needs offers the students to discuss their needs and requirements and provides ongoing support through their time at Charles University. There are several dozens of students with visual and hearing impairment, mobility difficulties and other disabilities enrolled at Charles University every year.
For personal requests or meetings feel free to contact the professional counselors at centrumcarolina@cuni.cz.

General information is available at various handouts:
Special Needs Students at Charles University

If you are an Erasmus student coming to Charles University and have special needs, please, let know also to the European Office (= the main Erasmus office of Charles University), so that we can consider this e.g. when arranging your housing. Contact us at erasmus@ruk.cuni.cz.

Studying Abroad with Children
If you decide to come for an Erasmus+ study stay or traineeship at the Charles University with your child/children, you are welcome to do so. Our university tries to meet the needs of students who are parents with young children and create conditions enabling them to bring their study and parent duties in line.
The full list of nursery schools and children's corners is available here. However, please keep in mind that each faculty has slightly different facilities.